Achieve your cloud
strategy faster and more
cost-effectively
Together with VMware, we’re helping organizations
seamlessly integrate their on-premises vSphere
infrastructure with the world’s leading public cloud
for fast, frictionless hybrid cloud adoption.

The challenges of public cloud adoption
From improving agility to accelerating innovation, the public cloud offers many beneﬁts.
However, adopting public clouds that are disparate from your on-premises infrastructure
often comes with challenges.

Creating a
strategy

New tools
and skillsets

Consistent
operations

Lack of
ﬂexibility

The biggest challenge
can be creating a
public cloud strategy
in the ﬁrst place.

Public clouds
frequently require
you to learn new
tools and skillsets.

You can’t always
leverage your
existing security and
operational policies.

Many applications
present cloud
portability or
compatibility issues.

We can help you overcome these challenges by providing an entry
point into the public cloud that leverages your existing VMware
infrastructure, skillsets, tools, and processes.

Deliver a seamless, enterprise-grade hybrid
cloud with VMware Cloud on AWS
VMware Cloud on AWS provides a uniﬁed infrastructure framework that enables you to
seamlessly extend your on-premises vSphere environment to the AWS Cloud – so you can
run, manage, and secure your applications in an integrated hybrid IT environment.

Consistent vCenter Management across on-premise and AWS

Your On-premises
VMware Environments

AWS Services

VMware CloudTM
on AWS

vSphere

vSAN

Bring AWS’s broad list of services
natively to your enterprise apps

NSX

Seamlessly move workloads bi-directionally

Enterprise-grade capabilities

Innovate and respond to changing business needs with the enterprise capabilities of
VMware SDDC technology coupled with elastic infrastructure of the AWS Cloud.

Simple and consistent operations

Leverage your existing skillsets, tools, and processes to reduce overhead and achieve
your cloud strategy – whether it’s migration, extension, or protection – faster.

Familiar tools and experiences

Create and manage your hybrid cloud environment using the same VMware tools
(like vCenter and vRealize) that you’re used to using on-premises.

Flexible consumption

Align costs to your business needs through ﬂexible consumption options that
include on-demand hourly rates and yearly contracts with deeper discounts.

VMware Cloud on AWS offers
several proven use cases

Extending your
data centre

to the cloud for
cost-effective,
on-demand capacity

Delivering
simple, robust
disaster recovery
for critical apps
and workloads

Moving your
enterprise apps
to the cloud
without the need
to rework them

Integrating
modern tools
and frameworks
to develop next-gen
applications

Why TeraMach?
Whether you want to build a cloud-ﬁrst strategy or just take the ﬁrst step, TeraMach has
the expertise and experience to deliver.

Practiced

One of the few partners in Canada who are
certiﬁed to deliver VMware Cloud on AWS

Proven

Track record of success in the Canadian
government and broader public sector
with several references

Proﬁcient

Ability to completely manage your
cloud so you can focus on your
on-premises infrastructure

Learn more or schedule
a demonstration
Reach out today to schedule a live demonstration and see how
VMware Cloud on AWS can help you achieve your cloud strategy
both faster, and more cost-effectively.
teramach.com/contact

info@teramach.com

